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By identifying the space F,(X) of regular fuzzy sets with a subspace T,(X) of 
some compact set-valued function space, we define a uniform topology on F,(X) 
and discuss several topological properties, such as first countability, separability, 
connectedness, etc. When X is a reflexive Banach space, F,,(X) is imbedded into a 
locally convex topological vector space and a detinition of integration and differen- 
tiation for F,(X)-valued functions is given. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a metric space. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A regular fuzzy set on X means a function 
U: X -+ Z= [0, 1 ] satisfying the following three conditions: 
(i) suppu=(x:u(x)>O}~ is compact, 
(ii) 24 is upper semi-continuous, 
(iii) sup 24 = 1. 
If X is a normed space, we require in addition that 
(iv) 2.4 is fuzzy convex, i.e., u(ax, + (1 - a)q) k min(u(x, ), u(q)) 
whenever 0 < a < 1. 
The set of regular fuzzy sets on X is denoted by F,(X). 
When X= R’, F,,(Ri) is just the system of fuzzy real numbers. F,(R’) has 
rich mathematical structures such as algebraic, analytic, and latticed ones. 
Based on Zadeh’s extension principle, Dubois and Prade had done a lot of 
significant work (for example, see [4, 51). Later on one attempts to define 
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a (fuzzy) topology such that the structures become continuous. [6,7, lo]. 
We endow F,,(X) with a uniform topology by identifying F,(X) with a sub- 
space T,(X) of some set-valued function space. This topology is satisfactory 
because the operations of algebra, lattice, and analysis on F&R’) are all 
continuous. 
In Section 2, we prove a categorical isomorphism theorem about F, and 
r,. It follows that we can study T,(X) instead of F,(X). 
In Section 3, several topological properties, such as separability, first 
countability, onnectedness, simple approximation, etc. are obtained. 
In Section 4, X is assumed to be a reflexive Banach space and T,(X) is 
imbedded into a locally convex topological vector space by means of 
Radstrom embedding theorem [ 111. Then we give a definition of 
integration and differentiation for fuzzifying functions which is compactible 
with the ones from Zadeh’s extension principle. 
2. ISOMORPHISM THEOREMS 
Throughout, M denotes the category of metric spaces and uniformly 
continuous mappings and L denotes the category of upper semi-lattices. If 
X is in M, 2x denotes the space of nonempty compact subsets in X equip- 
ped with Hausdorff metric d, induced from the metric d of A’. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let fEhom,(X, Y) and define f:2X-t2Y as ,f(A)=f(A) 
(A E 2x). Then f is uniformly continuous. 
ProoJ Note that, for A, BE 2x, 
d,(A, B)=inf{s : N(A; E) 3 B and N(B; E)X A}, 
where 
N(A; E) = {x: 3a E A, d(x, a) <E}. 
Given E > 0, by the uniform continuity of J there exists 6 > 0, such that 
d(x, x’) < 6 a d(f(x), .fW)) <E. (1) 
Suppose now 
&(A B) < 6, A, BEAM. (2) 
For every y~f(A), say y=f(a) (a~ A), by (2) there is hi B such that 
d(a, b) < 6, 
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which implies by (1) that 
d(f(a), f(b)) < E. 
It follows that 
w-(~); 6) If(A). 
Likewise, 
Hence 
d”(f(Ah f(B)) < -5 Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a real interval and f: A + 2x be monotone. Then 
for every t, in A, f(t,+O)=lim,,,,+,f(t) and f(tO-O)=lim,,,,~,f(t) 
exist. 
ProoJ Assume f(t) 2 f(t’) whenever t < t’. It is easy to verify that 
flr,,+o)=( u f(t)) -9 
f < 1” 
f(t,-0)= n f(t). Q.E.D. 
f > tn 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let I,= (0, 11. T(X) denotes the set of decreasing 
functions from I, into 2x. An element w E T(X) is called a regular tower in 
X provided that: 
(i) w is left continuous, i.e., w(t) = w(t - 0) Vt E IO, 
(ii) the closure of u,, w(t) in X is compact. 
The set of regular towers in X is denoted by T,(X). For wl, w2 E T,(X), 
define w, v w2 as 
(w, v w2)(t) = w,(t) v w2(t). 
Obviously, w, v wz E T,(X). Hence (T,,(X), v ) is an object of L. If 
f E horn&X, Y), we define f: T(X) -+ T(Y) as f(w)(t) = f(w(t)). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For every .f E horn&X, Y), ,[( T,(X)) c TO( Y) and 
.?E homdTdW, Td Y)). 
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Proof: Let w  E T,(X); we have to show that f(w) satisfies (i) and (ii) of 




Then, by 2.2, we see w* is continuous at t = 0. From 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain 
This implies that (IJ,, f( W( t))) ~ = ,f( w*(O)) is compact. Q.E.D. 
F,(X) is obviously a upper semi-lattice, where U, v uz is defined as 
(24, v uz)(x) = max(u,(x), uz(x)). 




THEOREM 2.5. F, and TO are functors from M into L. Define 
I,: F,(X) -+ T,(X) as: 
l,(u)(t)= {XEX u(x)>t), u E F,,(X). 




SUP t, XE u 4r), 
IE u.(t) kl 
0, otherwise. 
Proof According to Theorem 1.5 of [9], we know I, is an 
isomorphism. For u E F,(X) and t E I,, consider 
W(u))(f) = { Y:“?b)(Y) 3 t3 = {L’: ipUl, u(x) 2 f} =A,. 
r 1 
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Since f - ‘( y) c supp u and f ~ ‘( y) is closed, f - l(y) is a compact subset in 
X. Note that the u is upper semi-continuous, hence u attains its superior at 
some point x in the compact set f-'(y). We have 
This means that 
r,(~(jf(u))(t)=f(lx(u)(t)), vu, Vt. 
It follows that T(u)EF,,(X) and lYr=fZx, i.e., the following diagram 
is commutative. This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Let B be the category of reflexive Banach spaces and linear bounded 
operators. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A denotes a category defined as: 




(iii) a(bx) = (ab)x. 
A morphism h of A is such that 
h(ux + by) = ah(x) + bh( y). 
Let XEB and cc(X) denotes the space of non-empty compact convex 
subsets in X. Replacing 2X by cc(X) in definitions of Fe(X) and T,(X), 
respectively, the resultant sets are still denoted by F,(X) and T,,(X). 
Define + and scalar multiplication on F,,(X) and T,(X) respectively as: 
u, u 1, ~2 E f’d’o(x), a E co, 0-2 1, 
(u, + u2)(x) = SUP (min(u,(yh u2(.7))) 
I = .Y + z 
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a #O, 
a = 0, x # 0, 
a = 0, x = 0. 
w, Wl, w2 E T,(W, aE CO, co), 
(WI + W)(f) = WI(t) + WZ(f)> 
(aw)(t) = aw(t). 
Then we have analog of 2.5: 
THEOREM 2.6. F, and T, are a pair of natural isomorphic functors from 
B to A, The natural isomorphism XH 1, is just the same as 2.5: 
lx(u)(t) = {x : u(x) 3 t}, u E F,(X). 
The proof of 2.6 is analogous to that of 2.5 and omitted. 
3. TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF T,(X) 
In this section let X and Y always be metric spaces, and we deal with 
T,, T rather than F,, because of 2.5 and 2.6. Let r be Tychonoff topology of 
& X = PX, where X is either 2x or cc(X), then we obtain uniformly the 
topological spaces (T,(X), r) and (T(X), r). Obviously, the operations v , 
+, and scalar multiplication are uniformly continuous on T,(X) and if 
f: X -+ Y is uniformly continuous, then so is f: T,(X) + T,(Y). (When X is 
a linear space, p is defined as 3 is defined as f(w)(t) = W( f (w( t))), where 
W is the operator of convex closure.) Hence the topology is a satisfactory 
one in some sense. 
If X is complete or compact, we know X is complete or compact [8, 
0.63, 6, 0.83 and it follows from the Tychonoff theorem that PX is complete 
or compact. Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 show that T(X) is a closed subset in PX 
and T,(X)- = T(X), hence T(X) is the completion of T,(X) if X is complete 
and T(X) is compact if X is compact. 
THEOREM 3.1. T(X) is closed in PX. 
Proof: Let w, be a net in T(X) which converges to w  E PX. Given 
0 < t, < t, < 1, we have to show w(t,) 1 w(tz). By definition, w, + w  iff 
dH( w,( t), w(t)) -+ 0, in particular, 
(wn(t, )> U’,(t*)) + (w(t,), w(tr)) 
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in metric space Xx X. Hence we have a subsequence M’, of w,, such that 
4I(W,(~i)> w(t,)) +o, i= 1, 2. 
Since u~,(~,)IJ w,(tz), w(tl) 2 w(tz) follows from 0.7 of [S]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For O=t,<t,< ... <t,=l, put 
T.,(X fo,..., t,)= {we T,(X): w(t)=const t,+, <t 6 ti, 
T,(X) = u T.,(X; to,..., t,,), 
1, E 10 
LQ(W = u Ts(X to, fl,..., t,,), 
1, E Q 
Q.E.D. 
where Q is the set of rational numbers in I,. The elements of T,$(X) are 
called simple towers. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let J be a real interval and f: J -+ X be monotone. Then the 
set of discomtinuous points off is countable. 
Proof: Suppose that f is decreasing: f( tI) 3 f ( t2) whenever t, < t,, 
t,, t,EJ. From 0.50 of [8], there exists a mapping (called a Whitney 
mapping) h: X+ [0, co) such that for A, BE 2x, 
AcBandA#B=h(A)<h(B). 
Let t E J, by 2.2, f (t + 0) and f (t - 0) exist and f is continuous at t iff 
f(t)=f(t+O)=f(t-0) andisdiscontinuousattiff f(t-O)If(t+O) and 
f (t + 0) # f (t - 0). hf: J + [0, co ) is a monotone (decreasing) mapping. If t 
is a discontinuous point of f, then h(f(t - 0)) > h(f(t + 0)), i.e., t is a 
discontinuous point of hf: But the set of discontinuous points of hf is 
countable, the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.4. TsQ( X) = T,(X) - = T,(X) ~ = T( A’). 
Proof: Let w E T(X). By 3.3, we can assume the discontinuous points of 
bv are s, , s2 ,... Put 
M,,= (2 “k: k=O, 1, 2 ,..., 2”) u {s ,,..., s,,} 
= {t,: i=O, 1, 2 ,..., m(n)}, 
where to = 0, t,(,,) = 1, t, , < t,, and define w,, E T,(X) as 
w,Jt) = w(t;), t,+, < t < t,, i = l,..., m(n). 
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We show w, + w. Let 
VW; Pl ,...> pk,&)= {uEnf:d,(u(pj), W(Pj))<E,j=l,...,k} 
be a base neighborhood of w. Without loss of generality, assume p,+ , ,..., pk 
are the discontinuous points and p, ,..., p1 are continuous points of M’. 
Hence, there exists 6 > 0 such that J, = (p, - 6, p,, + 6) are disjoint for each 
other (j = 1, 2 ,..., I) and for any t, t’ in J,, du(w(f), w(t’)) < E. Take n, such 
that for any n z n,, p, E 44, (j = 1+ l,..., k) and 2-“. Then for every 
1 <j< I, there exists 1 < i < m(n) such that 
Consider 
t , -  ] )  < Pj6 tj. 
dH(w’n(Pj)9 w( Pj)) G dH(w’n(Pj), u’~(t,)) + dH(W,(t;), W( P,)). 
Note that by definitions, 
we have 
w*( p,) = WJ tJ = w( t,); 
dH(W,( Pi), w( Pi)) G d”(W(fi), w( Pi)) < ET 1 d ,j < 1. 
ft follows that for every 1 <j < k, 
&(wn(P,), W(Pf)) < E (n B n,). 
This implies that u’,, + IV, i.e., T,(X)) = T(X). It is not difficult to prove 
T.*,(W = Tsv-1. Q.E.D. 
In order to prove the first countability of T(X), we need 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A, B, CE 2 and A c B c C. Then 
&(A, C) 2 d,(A, B) andd,(B, C). 
Pro@ Obvious. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.5. T(X) is first countable. 
Proof: Let w  E T(X) and K = Q u D, where D is the countable set of the 
discontinuous points of w. For every l/n and t,, t2,..., t, E K, let 
V,(w; t 1,..., t,; l/n) 
= V(w; t, ,..., t,; l/n) n T(X) 
= {UE T(X): dH(w(t,), o(t,))< l/n,j= 1, 2 ,..., m} 
409.‘129!2-4 
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and N(w) be the set of such V,. Obviously, N(w) is countable and every 
element in it is a neighborhood of u’. We show that N(w) is a 
neighborhood base for w. Given t E Z,\K and E > 0. Let V= V(w; t; E) be a 
base neighborhood of w. Since w is continuous at t and K dense in I,, there 
exist t,, t, E K such that 
t,<t<t, and dddt,), dt)) < $5, i= 1, 2. 
Take l/n < ~16; then we conclude that 
N(w)3 V,(w; t,, t2; l/n)c V(ir.; t;E). 
In fact, for VE V,(w; t,, t2; l/n), 
hl(u(t), w(t)) d d,(u(t), 41, )I + dH(4fl), w(t)) 
6d,(u(t), u(t,))+&(u(t,)r w(t,))+F/6 
<dH(U(f), u(t,)) +d3; 
by Lemma 3.5, 
dH(U(f), u(t,)) G ddu(t2), u(t,)) 
d ddU(f*h dt2)) + UW(fZ), w(t, 1) + dH(fi’(t,)r at,)) 
< 2~13. 
Hence 
i.e., u E V(w; t; E). 
If U is a neighborhood of u’, then there are s,, s2 ,..., s,,, E I, and E > 0 
such that V(w; s ,,..., s,; E) c U. For every V( Ml; s, ; & ), we choose 
V,(w; t,, , $1; l/n) c V( w; s,; E), where t,, , t,2 E K and [t,, , tjr] are disjoint. 
Then 
N(w)3 VAw; t,,, f12,..., fnzl, t,,,; l/n) 
= ,fi, V,(w; t,, , t,,; l/n) c fi V(q s,; E) 
,=1 
= V( w; s, )...) s, ; e) c u. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.6. (i) Zf 2x is arcwise connected, then T,(X) is arccvise 
connected and T,,(X) as well as T(X) are connected. 
(ii) If A is a conuex subset of a Banach space X, then TO(A) and T(A) 
are arcwise connected. 
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Proof (i) Let wO, wr E T,(X; t,, t, ,..., t,); then, by means of the arcwise 
connectedness of 2x, there exist continuous mappings fi: I-+ 2x such that 
J;(O)= w,(r,) and f;(l)= wr(t,). Make f: I-+ T,(X; t,, fr,..., t,,) as 
.f(s)(t)=f,(s)ufj+I(S)u “’ ufm(sL 
t ,-,<t<t,, j = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
Note that U: 2Xx 2x + 2x is continuous, we know f: I-+ T,(X; t,,,..., t,,) is 
continuous and f(0) = w0 and f( 1) = w,. This proves T,(X; to,..., t,pl) is 
arcwise connected. Since 2X G T,(X; t, ,..., t,) for any t, ,..., t,,, 
T,(X) = U T,(X; lo,..., t,) is arcwise connected. The connectedness of 
T,(X) and T(X) follows from Theorem 3.4. 
(ii) For wg, w, E T,(A) (or T(A)), let f: I-+ T,(A)(T(A)) be f(s)= 
(1 -S)wO+SW,,SEI. Q.E.D. 
Using Lemma 3.5, we can prove an analog of the Dini theorem: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let Y be compact and f,,: Y + T(X) continuous. If ,for 
every y E Y, f,,(y) d f, + ,( y), f,(y) + f( y), and f: Y -+ T(X) is continuous, 
then f,, converges f uniformly. 
Proof: Let U= { ( w, w’) E T(X) x T(X): dH(w(t,), w’(ti)) < E, t, ,..., t,, E I,,} 
be a uniform base of T(X). Denote 
yn= iYE y: (f,(Y),f(Y))$ u> 
= { y: d”(fn(y)(tj), f( y)(tj)) 2 E for some j, n = 1, 2,...} 
It is clear that Y,, is closed, hence compact. If y E Y,, , , i.e., for some 
l<j<m, 
dH(fn+,(y)(t,),f(y)(t,))bE> 
by 3.5, we know 
dH(fn(y)(tj),f(y)(tj))>E; 
this means that Y,z+, = L Since f,(y) -f(y), 
But Y is compact, therefore, there exists n, such that Y, = @ (n 3 no). 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.8. T,( R”), T,( R”), and T( R”) are separable. 
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Proof: B, denotes the closed ball in R” with center 0 and radius k. Then 
forO=t,<t,<...<t,=l,wehave 
TAR”; to,..., t,) = fi Ts(B,; to,..., t,), 
k=l 
where every T,(B,; t, ,..., t,) is a compact metrizable space, hence is 
separable. It follows that T,(R”; fO,..., t,) is separable. Since 
TsQ(R”) = u T,(R”; t, ,..> 1,) 
tie Q 
is separable, hence, by 3.4, the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let w,, u E T(X), n = 1, 2 ,...: 
(i) If w, > w,, , > v, then w,, -+ w ,for some WE T(X), when 
w, E T,(X) and w E T,(X). 
(ii) Zf w, < us n + l < v, then w, + w for some w E T(X). 
(iii) If w,, E T,(X), w E T(X) such that 
sup &(W,(f), w(t)) + 0 (n-+a), 
O<f<l 
then w E T,(X). 
Proof For (iii), see [lo]; (i) and (ii) are obvious. Q.E.D. 
4. EMBEDDING THEOREM AND CALCULUS 
Recall that B is the category of reflexive Banach spaces and linear 
operators and A is the category defined in 2.6. Let AN be a subcategory of 
A with properties: (i) V’A EAN, there is a metric d on A such that 
d(x + z, y + z) = d(x, y) and d(ax, uy) = ud(x, y) (a E [0, co)) and (ii) 
h: A -+ B is an AN morphism iff h is a A morphism and there exists a con- 
stant k such that d(hx, hy) < kd(x, y) for any X, ye A. N denotes the 
category of normed spaces. Then Radstrom proved [ 111: 
THEOREM 4.1. For every A E AN, there exists R(A) E N satisfying 
(i) A cun he embedded isometrically into R(A). (The embedding is 
denoted by j.) 
(ii) j(A) is a closed conuex positive cone qf 0 in R(A) and R(A) = 
AA)-AA). 
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(iii) Zf YEN and h: A + Y in AN, then there exists a unique 
g: R(A) -+ Y in N such that the diagram 
A A R(A) 
is commutative, i.e., h = gj. 
The sketch of the proof. Define an equivalent relation on A as: 
(xl, Y,)-(x~~ y2)iffxl+.h=x2+yl. 
Then R(A) = A x A/-. The equivalent class of (x, y) is denoted by (x, y) 
andj(x)=(x,O) (xEA): 
a(x- y) = { 
(ax, ay>, aB0; 
( -ay, -ax), a < 0. 
II (x, Y>II = 0, Y). 
For (iii), let g( (x, y)) = h(x) - h( y). 
The following consequence is also due to Radstrom: 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. VXE B, CC(X)EAN. 
By means of the Radstrom embedding theorem, we can embed T(X) into 
a locally convex space RT(X) = n,O Rcc(X). As a simple application of this 
embedding, we have 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If A is a compact convex set of X, then T(A) has the 
fixed-point property. 
Proof T(A) is a compact convex subset in RT(X), so by the Tychonoff 
fixed-point theorem [3, V. 10.51, the conclusion is proved. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In general, T,,(X) has no fixed-point property because it is not 
a closed set. 
Let (M, m) be a measure space. A mapping F: M + T,(X) is said to be 
integrable, if, by definition, F: M -+ RT(X) is integrable in the sence of the 
integration for vector-valued functions. Hence F is integrable iff there exists 
an element v in RT(X) such that for every linear continuous functional f 
on RT(X), function fF: M--f R’ is integrable in common sense, and 
j(v) = f,,,, fF. Since RT(X)* separates the point of RT(X), the integral of F, 
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if it exists, is unique and denoted by sM F. There is a sufficient condition for 
the existence of the integral: If M is a compact Hausforff measure space 
with a measure m and F: M+ T,(X) is continuous, then j,,,, F exists and 
J,,,,F~rn(&f)co(F(M)) [12,3.27].Notethat ifF:M-+cc(X), then that Fis 
integrable means F: M + &c(X) is integrable. Let p, : I7,, cc(X) + cc(X) be 
P,(W) = w(t). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If F: (M, m) + T,(X) is integrable, then for eveg 
t E I,, p,F: A4 + cc(X) is integrable, and the equality 
j F,=P,[ F, 
M M 
holds for every trz I,. 
ProuJ Let f E Rcc(X)* and then fpI E RT(X)*. By assumption, 
hence F, is integrable and its integral is p,(j,,, F). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (M, m) be a compact measure space and both 
F: A4 + T,(X) and F,,: M + cc(X) continuous, where F,(s) = lim, .* o F,(s). 
Then fM F is a regular tower, i.e., w = j,,,, FE T,(X). 
Remark. If E is a Banach space and f: M -+ E continuous, then the 
integral off in the sense of 3.26 in [12] coincides with that of f in the 
sense of III 2.17 in [3] by Example 23 of [12], p. 8.51. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. We have to show M’ satisfies (i), (ii) of 2.3: 
(I) We know that F,: M+ cc(X) is continuous and hence i F, = 
w(t)~m(M) co(F,M)ccc(X). By Lemma 5.6 of [2], j F,= j* F,, where 
f : f : A4 + X is integrable 
and f(s) E F,(s) for every s E A4 . 
Hence w(t) 1 w( t’) whenever t < t’. 
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(II) Let t, r t; then it is sufhcient to show w( t,) + w(t). Note that 
dH(w(tn), w(t)) = lI4tJ - w(t)ll 
6 s IIF&) - F,b)ll ds M 
= s d,(F&), F,(s)) ds. M 
Since F(;(s) is regular for any SE M and dH(FJs), F,(s)) < 
d,(Fo(F,,(s), F,(s)) by Lemma 3.5, hence from the Lebesgue dominant con- 
vergent theorem we have 
&(w(f,), w(t)) + 0; 
this is the required. 
The proof of (iii) of 2.3 is similar to that of (II). But now, we take 
d,(l;b(s), F,(s)) as a dominate function for d,(Fo(s), FJs)), where t, JO. In 
detail, let w(0) denote SF,, then w(O)~cc(x) and 
ddw(O)> w(t,)) 6 JM ddFob(S), F,,,(s)) ds + 0. Q.E.D. 
If Z? A4 --f F,(R’) defined as 
F,(s) = [a,(s), b,b)l, SEM, tEz,, 
where a,, b,: M+ R' are continuous. Then the integral of F by Zadeh’s 
extension principle is (Z)j,F, whose c-cut is [JMa,, I,b,]. However, 
according to our definition, F: A4 -+ F,,( R' ) z T,( R' ) is integrable and the 
integral is 
c(s): a,(s) < c(s) <h,(s) 
by [l]. Hence the integration given here coincides with that of Zadeh. 
Now we treat differentiation. 
DEFINITION. Let G be an open set in a normed space Y. F: G + T,(X) is 
called differentiable at y, E G if F: G + R7'(X) is differentiable in the sense 
of 1.9 in [ 131, i.e., there exists a continuous linear mapping A : Y -+ RT(X) 
such that 
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is horizontal at 0; (h: Y -+ RT(X) is horizontal by definition iff for any 
neighborhood V of 0 in RT(X), there exist a constant r > 0 and a function 
o(s), o(s)/3 + 0 (s -+ 0) such that Vy: 1) y\J < r, h(sy) E o(s)V) and A is called 
the derivative of F at y,. It is easy to see that A is unique, hence the 
derivative is often denoted by DF( yo) or dF/dy ly =r’O. If F is differentiable at 
every y in G, we say F is differentiable on G. 
Note that the set-mapping F,: G -+ cc(X) is differentiable iff 
F,: G + &c(X) is differentiable in the sense of 1.9 in [ 131, this definition is 
equivalent to that of [2]. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let G be a open set in a normed space Y and y, E G. Then 
the necessary and sufficient condition that F is differentiable at y, is that for 
every t, F, is differentiable at y,,. Moreover, 
Proof. Let t E (0, 1] and pI denote the t-projection of n,,, &c(X). Sup- 
pose now F is differentiable at y, E G, then 
is horizontal. Let p, act on both sides of the equality above: 
where p,DF( y,): Y + kc(X) is a bounded linear operator. We show that 
h,= p,h is horizontal. For any c>O, let U = {ZERCC(X): I(ZI( <E} and 
V(0; t; E) = {U E RT(X): Ilu(t <a). Then there exist r > 0 and a function 
o(s) such that for any y, 1) ~11 <r, h(sy)E o(s) V(0; t; E). It follows that 
h,(sy) E o(s) pI V(0; t; E) = o(s)U; this is required. Moreover, DF,( yO) = 
pt DF( YO). 
Conversely, assume that F, is differentiable at y, for every t E (0, 11. Let 
V= V(0; t,,..., t,; E) be a base neighborhood of 0 in RT(X). A = n DF,( yO) 
is a continuous linear mapping from Y into RT(X). For every j = l,.., m, 
there exist by assumption rj > 0 and o,(s)/s --+ 0 such that 
F,(Yo+ Y)-F,,(Y,)-DF,,(Y,)Y=hj(Y) 
satisfies h,(sy) E o,(s)U, where U= {ZE kc(X): IlZll <E}. Let 
h(y)=F(y,+y)--F(y,)-Ay; 
then by the definition of A: 
p,,hW=Ft,(~o+ Y)-F,,(Y,)--F,,(Y,)Y. 
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Hence hi= p,,h. Let r = min,r, and O(S) = maxi loi(s)l. Then we have 
h(sy) E o(s)V for any 11 yll cr. This implies that h is horizontal and hence F 
is differentiable and DF( y,) = I& DF,( y,J. Q.E.D. 
By means of 4.6 and 5.3 of [2] we have 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose F: [a, b] + T,,(X) is continuous and 
H(s) = j’ F, s E [a, b]. 
u 
Then H is differentiable on [a, b] and DH(s,) As = F(s,) As(s E R’). 
ProoJ: From 4.4, H,(s) = 1; F, . F,: [a, b] -+ cc(X) is continuous. By the 
remark of 4.5 and 5.3 of [2] we see H, is differentiable and DH,(s,) = 
F,(Q); it follows from 4.6 that F is differentiable and DH(s,) = n DH,(s,) = 
I-I FAJ = F(so). Q.E.D. 
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